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KMG Global Crew
KMG Global Crew is a directory for specialist crew working primarily across natural history filmmaking.
This free of charge crew suggestion service supports production companies to work more efficiently
when looking for specialist skill sets, and more sustainably when looking for location crew.
KMG works with topside and underwater DoP’s camera operators, assistants, drone pilots, safety support
and fixers.
How it works
In short – you let KMG know the skills and experience you are looking for, and KMG will send you back
suitable suggestions that you can then get directly in touch with!
The KMG Global Crew directory holds detailed profiles with information crew / fixers including location,
skills, experience, CV’s, showreels, credits, etc. All crew are vetted and KMG only works with fixers who
have been recommended by production teams who have worked with them in the past.
When looking for crew or fixers, productions contact KMG with details of what they are looking for. All
information is kept confidential and NDA’s can be signed where requested.
Where suitable crew are found, KMG will pass on their details for the production company to then get
directly in contact, and KMG is no longer involved. Crew are alerted to say their information has been
passed to a production, but never with details as to who to maintain production confidentiality.
An exciting feature of KMG Global Crew is that crew can input upcoming shoot locations so that KMG can
help explore shoot shares, reducing travel and environmental costs.
Key Features of KMG Global Crew
- KMG has a custom designed app for crew to input highly detailed information on their skills,
experience, qualifications, kit, area and species specialisms, etc, and only relevant information is
sent to the production.
- This platform is carefully managed and KMG keeps in touch with crews to ensure all information is
kept updated, and is always looking for new crew.
- Locations calendar to explore shoot shares
- Crew call-outs - when productions are looking for something more specific, KMG can help with
confidential call-out emails to KMG crew. For example, where a production might be looking for
locations for certain species feeding behaviours, KMG can email relevant crew with information as
dictated by the production, without referring to who the production are. This enables KMG to reach
out across the Global Crew network to connect productions with crew who might be able to help.
KMG Crew call-out emails are only ever sent at the request of the production, and information is
passed back to the production to get directly in contact with crew.

Fees
There are no fees! This is a completely free service for production to use, as crew
members pay a subscription fee to be part of the directory.
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